The supermanifold analogue of the Kodaira-Nirenberg-Spencer existence theorem for deformations of complex structures is given. It is shown that every complex supermanifold is a deformation of a vector bundle. 0. Supermanifolds, first used by physicists for modelling quantum gravity, have emerged as objects of independent interest. This paper will concentrate on supermanifolds with a complex structure, though the results also yield a simple and transparent proof of the fact that any supermanifold with only its Cx structure is the sheaf of sections of a vector bundle [1] .
0. Supermanifolds, first used by physicists for modelling quantum gravity, have emerged as objects of independent interest. This paper will concentrate on supermanifolds with a complex structure, though the results also yield a simple and transparent proof of the fact that any supermanifold with only its Cx structure is the sheaf of sections of a vector bundle [1] .
Let A be a complex manifold, with sheaf of holomorphic functions 0. Let S be a locally free sheaf of C-modules. Then AS, the sheaf of exterior algebras of S over 0, is an example of a complex supermanifold. AS is, among other things, a sheaf of supercommutative algebras. This means that AS is Z2-graded and ab = ( -l)wwba for a and b of definite parity. AS is also a sheaf of 0-modules, and a sheaf of Z-graded algebras, but for supersymmetry one is concerned only with the Z2-grading. This leads to the following more general definition:
Definition.
A complex supermanifold of dimension (m, n) is a sheaf (M, s/) of supercommutative algebras over C such that (1) (M, stf/Jf) is an w-dimensional complex manifold. (Jf is the ideal of nilpotent elements of ssf.) ( 2) The sheaves (M, sa) and (M, AC" ® sé/Jf) are locally isomorphic as sheaves of Z2-graded commutative algebras over C.
Set 0 = sf/jVand S = Jf/Jf2. Then «fis an ^-module, and it follows from (2) that <fis locally free. That is, S is the sheaf of sections of a holomorphic vector bundle. By writing jé/J/~2 as the direct sum of its even and odd parts, one obtains an exact sequence of sheaves of vector spaces (*) 0 -* JT2 ^s/^ 0®S^ 0.
If there is a splitting 0 -» 0 + S^st? _ of (*) such that p(/£) = p(/)p(£) for ail/ g 0 and £ g 0 e <?, then p extends to an isomorphism AS ^ si .On the other hand, for the sequence 0 -* £ Atf-» Aef^ ß>e<f ^ 0, i>2 such a splitting surely exists. Thus if j/= AS, we say that ^/is split, and if not we say that siis nonsplit.
The idea will be to regard a nonsplit supermanifold as a deformation of a split one. We define the notion of an analytic family of supermanifolds, and show that to any supermanifold (M, si) there is associated an analytic one parameter family of supermanifolds (M, si(z)), z G C, such that si(0) = AS and si(l) = si. We also attach \.osian integer n(s/) and an invariant As/, which measure the failure of sito split. Finally, we prove that under suitable conditions it is possible to construct a supermanifold with a prescribed invariant. Proof. For Y g 2eti2) AS, it is clear that exp Y induces the identity on S. On the other hand, for g g si ut AS,1 -g is degree increasing and therefore nilpotent, so log g is well defined and lies in 2eti2) AS.
Define the order of si, denoted o(si), as the sup of integers k < n + 1 such that si/Jfk and Ae?/A</c)(f are isomorphic. Assuming n ^ 1, o(si) is at least 2, and is either even or equal to n + 1.
Let H be an open cover of M such that, for all m g H, the isomorphism (2) of the definition exists and <?is trivial over u. siis filtered by Jf, and the associated graded sheaf is AS. For each u g E, an isomorphism Tu: si\u -» Ae?|" can be chosen in such a way that the associated map of Z-graded algebras is the identity. The cocycle {TuT~l\u, v g E} defines si up to isomorphism, and it follows that the isomorphism classes of supermanifolds (X, si) with underlying 0-module S are in natural 1-1 correspondence with Hl(M,siui+ AS). Proposition 2. There exists a cocycle exp(Yu") defining si such that, for all u, v g E and all j < o(si), ¥/" = 0.
Proof. Observe that any automorphism of AS/Ak)Sis determined by its restriction to 0 + S. It follows that, for all u g E, the natural map si¿¿¿+ AS(u) -* sia¿+(AS/Aik)S)(u) is surjective. Denote this map by 77. Now choose a cocycle exp(Z"") defining ja?. Then the cocycle 77 exp(Z"") defines si/JTk. Usi/JTk and AS/A(k)S are isomorphic, there exist automorphisms p" G sit¿¿+(AS/A{k)S) (u) such that
p" is of the form 77exp(X"), for some X" g 2eiST> AS(u). Then the cocycle
defines si and satisfies Yf" = 0 for/ < k, as desired. Let t = exp(7"") be a cocycle with coefficients in si¿¡¿+ AS. Call t reduced if t satisfies the property in Proposition 2.
For all u, v and w G E, expiT"1") = exp(y",)exp(Fim') = exp(y"' + i""" + commutator terms). Proof. Let a = exp(A"") be another cocycle defining si. Then there is a 0-cochain Z" such that exp(A"") = exp(Z")exp(y"')exp(-Z"). If Xf" = 0 for all /' < o(si), then it follows by induction on/ that Zf = Zf for all u and »Sa and all j < o(si). For j > o(si) and k < 2o(si), the Zf terms have no effect on the cohomology class of Yk. Thus u(a) and w(t) are conjugate under exp(Z), where Z is defined by Z\u = E2<iy-<0(J>0Z/.
Definition. Let Ajsí'denote the orbit of w(t) under G+(A^).
Theorem 1. si splits if and only if Asi = 0.
Proof. Let t = exp(T) be a reduced cocycle representing si. If j/splits, then t = 1, so that w(t) = 0. On the other hand, assume w(t) = 0. Then there is a 0-cochain Z with coefficients in 2etol^ AS such that Y0"("^) = Z" -Z". Set a"" = exp( -Z")T"['exp(Z"). Then a = exp(W) for some 1-cochain IF, a defines j-/, and W"1' = 0 for/ < o(si). Unless o(si) -n + 1, this is a contradiction. Assume $ is everywhere submersive. If the odd dimension of si is 0, then for all q g N, the structure sheaf of the fiber over q is the quotient of ¿Vl^-i by Jq, where J is the ideal whose members vanish along <b~l(q). In general, however, the nilpotent elements of j/take the value 0 at all points of M, and one does not want the fiber supermanifolds to be devoid of nilpotents. So the procedure for constructing Jq in general is to start by taking a derivation X g 2eisi\p and saying X is vertical if X annihilates <¡>'(<b~l3á)\p. Then let 8 denote the quotient map 0 -» Jf^si^ 0^0. 3. The same considerations apply to C°° supermanifolds. In that case, 2ei(0) AS is a fine sheaf, so Asi= 0. Therefore, Theorem 1 yields the theorem of Batchelor that all smooth supermanifolds are in fact vector bundles [1] . Also see [3] for the first proof of this result.
4. The conditions in Theorem 3 are easily achieved. For example, if k > n/2, then the hypothesis H2(M, 2et{2k) AS) = 0 is vacuous. In fact, the ideal 2et(k) AS is abelian, so any class to G Hl(M, 2ei{k) AS) can be exponentiated immediately to determine an isomorphism class of supermanifolds exp(w) G Hl(M, sia/+ AS). This is the sort of example given in [4] . As a further example, suppose S is free and has rank n. Then 
